ONE OUT OF THREE COMPANIES IS NOT PREPARED
FOR A CRISIS IN TERMS OF COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT

BEPUBLIC

Survey by Bepublic Group takes a closer look at how some 100 major Belgian companies communicate during a national crisis

ABOUT THIS SURVEY

Belgian companies

collaboration Indiville

large Belgian companies

market leaders

With this survey we measure the state
of communication at Belgian companies
during the corona crisis.

Based on a questionnaire, drafted in
collaboration with the research agency
Indiville, Bepublic Group surveyed the
efficiency of companies’ communication
with their stakeholders during the
current corona crisis.

The survey was done by phone between
30 March 2020 and 22 April 2020, and
involved the communication managers
of 105 large Belgian companies.

We interviewed the market leaders in 14
key sectors of the Belgian economy:
Tourism (10), Construction/Real estate
(7), Retail/Food (4), IT/Telecom (8),
Mobility/Transport (9), HR (10), Energy (8),
Education (5), Pharma/Biotech/Chemical
industry (7), Consulting (3), Financial
industry (9), Culture/Entertainment/
Sports (10), Manufacturing (5),
Healthcare (10).
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS
CRISIS COMMUNICATION:

ONLINE COMMUNICATION:

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION:

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION:

no communication plan

more online

focus more on internal
communications

better relationship with clients

Before the corona pandemic , more
than one in three of the large Belgian
companies did not have a set plan to
efficiently communicate during a crisis.

More than three in four companies have
indicated that, once the corona crisis is
over, they will continue to use the extra
online communication strategy which
they implemented during that period.

Once the corona crisis over, four in ten
companies will focus more on internal
communications.

Four out of ten companies indicate
that the communication strategy
they applied during the crisis has
strengthened the relationship between
them and their customers.
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CRISIS COMMUNICATION

ONE OUT OF THREE COMPANIES DID NOT HAVE
A CRISIS COMMUNICATION PLAN
Did your company have a crisis communication plan ready for exceptional situations?

1%
36%

63%
yes
no
i don’t know

Companies that do have a plan for unexpected situations are one step ahead of their competitors.
Having such a plan avoids having to improvise which inherently causes communication problems and
a certain degree of panic. Employees, customers and other stakeholders expect a transparent and
empathic flow of information on how the company is dealing with the crisis.
Bepublic Group - Jeroen Wils, managing director
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CRISIS COMMUNICATION

EVEN WHEN HAVING A CRISIS COMMUNICATION PLAN, ONE
COMPANY OUT OF TWO IS STILL NOT WELL PREPARED
When was the last time you updated your crisis
communication plan?

%

more than six months ago

When was the last time you practised crisis scenarios with the
employees in charge of the implementation of the plan?

%

more than six months ago

Regulary updating the crisis communication plan is very important for any crisis management approach. People will have
left the organisation or may have been given different responsibilities, telephone numbers may have changed and certain
procedures may have been altered, updated or cancelled altogether. Checking the plan at least every six months, and
updating where necessary, is crucial.
Moreover, such a communication plan only makes sense if you practise it annually with your employees. Simulate an
imaginary crisis, call your communication team together and act as if you have to communicate in real life to all your target
groups. It will become clear immediately which aspects of the plan will need to be fine-tuned and if the division of roles and
tasks needs to be clarified.
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CRISIS COMMUNICATION

LACK OF A CRISIS COMMUNICATION PLAN LED
TO PROBLEMS DURING CORONA
Which of the following problems did your company experience when communicating about the corona crisis?

%

%

internal disagreement
regarding communication
approach

communicated too late

%

communication responsibilities
were not clear

An essential part of any good crisis communication plan is a clear assignment of roles and tasks. Who will address the press?
Who covers social media? Who is responsible for internal communication? Assign these tasks clearly in advance in order to
avoid chaos during a crisis.
Additionally, communication speed is also a crucial aspect. We often talk about the ‘golden hour’, a communication must be
ready within the hour after the outbreak of a crisis. In a crisis communication plan you can already prepare typical examples
of a holding statement or a press release. This applies to internal communication, too.
Bepublic Group - Jeroen Wils, managing director
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ONLINE COMMUNICATION

THREE OUT OF FOUR COMPANIES WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL ONLINE COMMUNICATION IN THE FUTURE
Do you expect your company to continue offering the (additional) online communication services
created during the corona crisis once the crisis is over?

%

(very) sure

%

(certainly) no(t)

%

not sure

There are still many companies and organizations neglecting the importance of an online presence.
They don’t have or take the time to spend the necessary energy and resources to it. However, your
online presence is your window display, your way of showing who you are and what you stand for. You
show strongpoints, the results you have achieved and which third parties you work with or for. This
helps build trust in your company, your products and your services.
Bepublic Group - Dajo Hermans, managing director
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ONLINE COMMUNICATION

COMPANIES FOCUS EXTENSIVELY ON ONLINE TRAINING COURSES
AND WEBINARS DURING THE CORONA CRISIS
Has your company developed one or more of the following items due to the corona crisis?

36% online training
courses

34% webinars

22% newsletters

20% blogs/vlogs

7% podcasts

One of the most important things that companies need to learn from the corona crisis in terms of
communication is that a strong online presence is an absolute must. Because physical contact was no
longer possible during the corona pandemic but knowledge of the companies still had to be shared,
many had to create online solutions in order to still be able to share their knowledge. Development of
online communication platforms has been accelerated by corona, because companies will continue to
use these new online solutions, such as webinars or online training, also after the crisis.
Bepublic Group - Tiffany Mestdagh, social media specialist
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ONLINE COMMUNICATION

ONE OUT OF THREE COMPANIES INCREASE ONLINE VISIBILITY
DURING THE CORONA CRISIS
What has been the impact of your additional online communication offering?

improved online
visibility

34%

Unclear

34%

Other

15%

no new business/
customers created

14%

An online presence expands your sales market. People are increasingly
looking online for providers, information and addresses. Professional
online communication will attract more potential customers. And

None of these

12%

perhaps the most obvious fact: the new reality is online. As many as
seven in ten customers search for information online before they

new business/
customers created

BEPUBLIC

7%

decide to make a purchase. Moreover, word-of-mouth advertising is
easier if people can share or forward an internet address.
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ONLINE COMMUNICATION

FOUR OUT OF TEN COMPANIES WILL COMMUNICATE MORE OFTEN
VIA SOCIAL MEDIA AFTER CORONA
Do you think that after the corona crisis, your company will focus more, as much or less on communication via social media?

40%
more

55%

5%

i don’t know

as much

Companies are gradually becoming aware of the importance of social media, but the fear for interaction is often still there. However, a company
developing its social media in an effective way will certainly benefit from it in times of crisis. Consumers voice and share what they think of your
company and products, most of the time in a not very nuanced way, 24 hours a day, via Twitter or other channels. In order to be relevant and
successful, companies must have the courage to engage in these kinds of conversations in complete transparency. Moreover, on social media
they can do this in their own words. This allows you to build your reputation in a convenient, fast way. You can also use LinkedIn, Twitter or other
channels to show that you have your own vision on current themes, such as the corona crisis.
Bepublic Group - Tiffany Mestdagh, social media specialist
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ONLINE COMMUNICATION

EMAIL, NEWSLETTERS AND SOCIAL MEDIA MOST
POPULAR TOOLS
How did your company communicate about the corona crisis?

93% email/
digital newsletter

82% social media

71% media

58% by phone

16% advertisement

In a crisis like this, it makes sense for companies to focus on the fast, digital channels to reach their target
audience. Classic emails and digital newsletters remain the most popular, but social media are in close second
place. LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, etc. are cost-effective platforms that allow you to reach a wide audience
fast. But the traditional communication channels, such as the media, are far from obsolete. By spreading
your message in the traditional media, you can prove yourself to be a responsible company, a company that
effectively tackles this crisis. What is more, it allows you to highlight your own expertise, which in turn benefits
your thought leadership. You can also take part in the social debate through the media and become top of mind
in public opinion.
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

AFTER THE CORONA CRISIS, FOUR OUT OF TEN
WILL FOCUS MORE ON INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
After the corona crisis, do you expect to invest more, less or as much in internal communication?

35%

58%

more

less

as much

i don’t know

3%3%

Corporate communication begins with clear and transparent internal communication. Not only during
a crisis, but also afterwards. That is what the respondents indicated in our survey. In order to keep
the motivation of the workforce high, it is important that during a crisis managers communicate in an
inspiring and clear way about their vision and strategy. Make it clear in which direction you want to
go as an organisation, where the lighthouse is located. Even if you need to adjust those targets during
a crisis. But employees want to be kept in the loop, too. Such internal communication can be done
face-to-face or via video message, regular communication via email or newsletter, but also via external
channels such as the media.
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

SIX OUT OF TEN EXPERIENCE A BETTER RELATIONSHIP
WITH THEIR STAFF THROUGH COMMUNICATION
Has the communication with regard to the corona crisis improved or deteriorated the relationship between your
company and your employees, or has the relationship remained the same?

%

improved

%

unchanged

%

deteriorated

%

i don’t know

Companies sometimes tend to forget that strong internal communication can be quite beneficial. Especially in difficult times
you can strengthen the relationship with employees significantly . This is also shown by our survey and is important for
the reputation of companies and the corporate culture. Employees are the first ambassadors and therefore also determine
the image and atmosphere that you emanate as a company. Moreover, satisfied employees often lead to better results. It
is therefore best for companies to communicate quickly, openly and empathically with their most important stakeholders,
especially in difficult times like these.
Bepublic Group - Dajo Hermans, managing director
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

THREE OUT OF FOUR COMPANIES STARTED THEIR
COMMUNICATION BEFORE THE LOCKDOWN
Moment of first communication towards own employees.

%

before the lockdown
(12 March)

%

once the
lockdown began

%

at the announcement of the
tightened measures (17 March)

It is remarkable how many companies communicated quickly to their employees about the corona
crisis. It shows that they understood the importance of proactive communication, which reinforces
confidence in leadership. A crisis of this scale creates a great deal of insecurity among employees, and
business leaders have felt this well.
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

IN SIX OUT OF TEN COMPANIES EMPLOYEES
DO UNDERSTAND THE SITUATION
What were the most common repsonses of employees to the company’s internal communication
regarding the corona crisis?

62% understanding

47% grateful

28% worried

16% anxious

9% resigned

In uncertain times, transparent and clear communication is extremely important for employees. It is
crucial to identify the problems and their possible consequences. Withholding information or hiding
the reality is counterproductive in the long run. Also, communicate about what you don’t know yet, as
it builds trust with your employees. Provide some perspective and emphasize on the things which will
remain the same. They will provide your organisation with something to hold on to.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

IN FOUR OUT OF TEN, CORONA COMMUNICATION STRENGTHENS
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CUSTOMERS
Has the relationship with your customers improved or deteriorated because of your external communications?
Or did your relationship remain unchanged?

38%

38%

improved

deteriorated

unchanged

i don’t know

2%

22%

Our survey shows that as many as 83% of companies contacted their main stakeholders for the first
time even before any questions arose from inside or outside the organisation. It is clear that such
an efficient and proactive external communication to customers and public opinion has its obvious
benefits. Customers gain more confidence in a company if it demonstrates strong leadership and a
sense of responsibility. A company that communicates strongly during a crisis transmits the ‘We Care’
message, which gives the company a rock-solid reputation. According to more than one out of five
companies, external communication will become even more important after corona times.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

A QUARTER OF THE COMPANIES COMMUNICATED
EXTERNALLY BEFORE THE PRESENCE OF THE
CORONAVIRUS IN BELGIUM
Timing of first corona communication to the outside world.

%

before the official
presence of the virus in
Belgium (1 March)

%

between 1 March and
the lockdown (12 March)

%

after 12 March

The external communication started a bit later than the internal dialogue, according to the survey. A
quarter of the companies already communicated with their external stakeholders before 1 March. This
primarily concerns companies operating in different countries and/or maintaining close links with the
Asian countries from which the coronavirus spread.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

THREE OUT OF FOUR CEOS PROVED TO BE SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE ENTREPRENEURS DURING A CRISIS
The manager/CEO of my company has clearly presented himself/herself to the
outside world as a socially responsible entrepreneur during this corona crisis.

%

%

i totally agree/rather agree

neutral

%

i do not agree (at all)

%

i don’t know

Obviously, it is crucial for a business leader to show to the outside world that he/she has the crisis under control and that
he/she can steer the company through adverse times. An entrepreneur who is at the forefront is visibly safeguarding his
company’s reputation in a crisis situation. This also reinforces the impression the company is acting transparently and
correctly. Also, this crisis has allowed many business leaders to profile themselves as socially responsible entrepreneurs.
Many CEOs launched initiatives to implement solidarity actions or offered their services for free. This is how they showed their
commitment. On the other hand, several companies in the survey also indicated that not profiling the CEO externally was a
conscious choice, because they wanted to present themselves as a whole (not as a person).
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INSIGHTS FROM THIS SURVEY

1
2
3
4
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Proper crisis communication starts with good preparation. In times of crisis, employees,
customers and other stakeholders expect a transparent and empathic dialogue with the company.
Companies with a crisis plan can start from a plan to quickly spread the right messages.
The extra efforts made by companies during corona with regard to online communication
will also be continued post corona. Companies are already experiencing the tangible benefits
of this extra effort and are even planning more time and resources to invest in online training,
webinars and social media communication. However, profiling also remains a necessary part of a
balanced communication strategy.
Companies will focus more on internal communication in the future. The corona
communication provides our companies with instantly visible benefits: it strengthens the
relationship with their employees. And that’s a big plus, for the reputation and corporate culture
of companies, because the employees are the first ambassadors and determine the image and
atmosphere a company shows.
Efficient and proactive external communication is also profitable. Bringing the right message
at the right time creates a stronger relationship with customers. Especially in times of crisis,
these companies gain a rock-solid reputation.
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CONTACT
Do you have any questions or would you like more information? If so, please contact us.
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Jeroen Wils

Dajo Hermans

+32 475 30 75 06
jeroen@bepublic.be

+32 478 84 42 45
dajo@bepublic.be
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Contact
+32 (0)2 422 05 34
bepublicgroup.be
Address
Havenlaan 86C b309 Avenue du Port
Brussel 1000 Bruxelles

